Overview
The 2024 release of Applied Statistics in Business and Economics offers a complete yet student-friendly application-based approach necessary for student success in the classroom and beyond. This title continues to focus on Excel and business applications, with new Integrated Excel exercises and concept videos, while also taking into account that the analytics world is using more sophisticated tools with the addition of an optional section on R for each chapter to expose students to the application of R to solve statistical problems. This title also includes updated and applicable Analytics in Action briefings and Mini Cases in each chapter to help students tie concepts to real-world situations found in today’s business environment, further promoting career-readiness.
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Topics
- Introduction to R: Recognizes the growing interest in analytics training beyond Excel by providing an optional introduction to R, supported by LearningStats modules, R function tables, R-compatible Excel data sets, and tutorials/demonstrations for Excel, Minitab, MegaStat, and R.
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This Title has Gone Evergreen
This title is transitioning to an evergreen delivery model. This means you will have the most relevant and up-to-date content, tools, and accessibility delivered directly to your existing McGraw Hill Connect® course, all without switching editions or building a new course from scratch. If you use McGraw Hill eBook your content will be updated automatically. Please talk to your representative about your options if you require a print component.

A complete list of Release Notes for this title is available within your Connect course at connect.mheducation.com

Big Picture Changes in This Release

Updated Content
In the 2025 Release, the authors implemented extensive improvements based on valuable input from students, faculty, and reviewers. Notable changes include enhanced design and improved Connect connectivity, emphasizing Excel and business applications with new Integrated Excel exercises and concept videos. The addition of Analytics in Action briefings explores contemporary topics like Dark Data, Data Privacy, Sharpe Ratio, and the impact of Big Data on statistics. A refined Appendix J provides a comprehensive comparison of statistics functions in Excel and R, while Appendix K offers an accessible walkthrough for getting started with R and RStudio. Moreover, new and updated test bank questions, Mini Cases for economics and business, exercises, data sets, web links, Big Data Sets (e.g., NFL free agent contracts), and Related Reading. Guided Examples in Connect facilitate learning, and the LearningStats demonstrations for key topics using R have been introduced in each chapter, collectively reflecting a commitment to meeting user needs and enhancing the overall learning experience.

Equitable Education
Partnering to achieve success for all in Higher Education.

We know each instructor, institution and learner is on a unique path. At McGraw Hill, we’re committed to helping achieve Equitable Education by removing barriers to entry, building a sense of community and offering resources needed to prepare students for the workforce.